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ABSTRACT:

Plastination is method for long-term preservation of biological tissue, to produce dry,
durable, convenient and natural looking specimens that are useful as a unique teaching
aid for anatomy, pathology, radiology and surgery. The present study describes, for the
first time, the plastination laboratory in the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, University of
Khartoum, Sudan. The standard Biodur ®S10 plastination technique was carried out in
formalin-fixed specimens of goat and donkey. They were first dehydrated in acetone.
Forced impregnation was then carried out using a vacuum chamber, and lastly, the
specimens were hardened in a gas curing chamber. Plastinated specimens were longlasting, and can be an important adjunct to traditional methods of teaching; they are
also excellent museum specimens.
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Introduction
Plastination is the method of long-term preservation of
biological tissues with excellent surface details and high
durability. It was developed by Dr. Gunther von Hagens
in 1978 at the Heidelberg University in Germany (von
Hagens, 1979). Although it is difficult to prepare a wellplastinated specimen, it is the most promising method to
preserve specimens as an alternative to formalin
preservation (Dawson, 1990).
In recent years, plastination has revolutionized the way
in which gross anatomy can be presented to students
(Latorre et al., 2007). Therefore, many Departments of
Anatomy in medical colleges throughout the world
started to establish plastination techniques in their own
laboratories (Briggs et al., 1997; Asadi, 1998; Reina-de
la Torre et al., 2004; Ali and Al-Thnaian, 2007; Suganthy
et al., 2012 and Sawad and Al-Asadi, 2014)

The aim of this study was to initiate and establish S10
plastination, in the plastination laboratory in the
Department of Anatomy, Faculty of Veterinary Medicine,
University of Khartoum, Sudan.
Materials and Methods
The standard Biodur® silicone S10 technique for
preservation of specimens in the laboratory of
plastination at the Department of Anatomy, Faculty of
Veterinary Medicine, University of Khartoum, Sudan,
was established in 2017. The laboratory was designed
according to the Plastination Technical Leaflets of
Heidelberg (Von Hagens, 1986). Financial resources
were obtained from the University of Khartoum, to
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promote new technologies in teaching anatomy in
faculties of Medicine and Veterinary Medicine in Sudan.
After the plastination lab had been set up, all specimens
for plastination were obtained from the Department of
Anatomy as follows: kidneys, hearts, spleen and liver,
from goats that had been infused with 10% formalin; and
heart and whole stomach from old donkey specimens
that had been fixed with 10% formalin for over a year.
For preparing specimens for plastination, the standard
silicone (S 10) method (von Hagens, 1979; 1986; von
Hagens et al., 1987) was used. The basic steps for
plastination technique are: specimen preparation,
dehydration & degreasing, impregnation, and curing.
Specimens were prepared, fixed with 10% formalin at
room temperature for 2 days, and then refrigerated at 4
°C for 24 hours. They were then dehydrated in cold
acetone (–25 °C) with three weekly changes to minimize
tissue shrinkage. After cold dehydration, the specimens
and acetone bath were brought to room temperature for
two days, for lipid removal. Forced impregnation was
then carried out, by placing the specimen into the
silicone polymer/catalyst S10/S3 mixture (100:1)
(Biodur®, Germany) in the vacuum chamber at -20 °C,
and gradually reducing the pressure. The final vacuum
ranged between 2 and 15 mmHg, and impregnation time
was four weeks.
Specimens were removed from the silicone bath, and
kept on a strainer at room temperature for 24 hours.
Specimens were then positioned in a gas curing
chamber containing S6 (Biodur®, Germany) in a small
glass container, at room temperature, for three weeks.
After the gas curing step, the specimens were ready to
use.

extraction fans for providing adequate ventilation. The
freezers for dehydration are located in a separate room
(Fig. 1[a]) with a Bennert manometer (Fig. 1[b]) and
separator for oil and solvents (Fig. 1[c]); the freezer’s
compressors are located in another, adjacent, room of
the laboratory. The gas curing unit (Fig. 2[a]) is located
in the third room, with other necessary materials of the
plastination process: stainless steel drums (Fig. 2[b]),
conveyor pump (Fig.2[c]); and wire baskets, and
impregnation containers (Fig. 3).
Plastinated specimens of the goat: longitudinal section of
kidney (Fig. 4), liver (Fig. 5), cranio-lateral view for heart
(Fig. 6), longitudinal section for heart (Fig. 7), and spleen
(Fig. 8) were found to be quite similar to their natural

Figure 2: Plastination laboratory set-up, showing gas
curing unit (a); stainless steel drums (b) and conveyor
pump (c).

Results
The laboratory in the Department of the Anatomy had
been organized in order to host the plastination
production process. The total area of the laboratory is 52
m2 (3 rooms of different sizes), with large windows, and

Figure 3: Plastination laboratory set-up, showing
dehydration and impregnation containers.

appearance, and kept their previous morphological
features, with minimal shrinkage. They were odorless,
durable, non-hazardous, easy-to-handle, formalin-free,
and life-like, and could be handled without a need for
personal protective equipment. In contrast, the
plastinated specimens of the donkey, longitudinal
section of the heart (Fig. 9) and whole stomach (Fig. 10),
were dark brown in color.

Figure 1: Plastination laboratory set-up, showing:
freezers (a) Bennert manometer (b) and separator (c).
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Figure 4

Figure 8

Figure 5
Figure 9

Figure 6
Figure 10
Figures 4 – 10 showing various S10 plastinated
specimens of goat: longitudinal section of kidney (4);
liver (5); cranio-lateral view of heart (6); longitudinal
section of heart (7); spleen (8); and donkey:
longitudinal section of heart (9) and whole stomach
(10).

Figure 7
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Discussion
The Faculty of Veterinary Medicine at the University of
Khartoum represents the first research laboratory in the
Sudan where plastination has begun to improve the
teaching in practical anatomy, and to reduce the
exposure to toxic fumes for teachers, technical staff and
students.
The preservation of anatomical specimens has been a
long-standing goal of anatomists, pathologists and other
medical educators (Baptista et al., 1989). In recent
decades, plastinated specimens are near ideal, and are
excellent for teaching gross anatomy and neuroanatomy
(where routine specimens are delicate and scarce).
Their anatomical structure is well preserved, and
appears like a fresh specimen (Henry, 2004).
The plastination laboratory at the Faculty of Veterinary
Medicine, University of Khartoum, has produced good
quality plastinated specimens for the first time in Sudan.
There were a limited number of unsuccessful
plastinates, where the specimens changed color to dark
brown, which was likely due to the old formalin-fixed
specimens, as reported by Miklošová and Mikloš (2004).
The good quality plastinated specimens are used as
anatomical specimens for education and for study, as
predicted by Dibal et al, (2018). It is also intended to use
the laboratory to train technicians in the techniques of
plastination, and to encourage higher degree students in
the area. Financial support for this laboratory was
obtained from the University of Khartoum, Sudan, to
improve the capabilities of the laboratories, and to aid
new technologies in teaching anatomy. The general
belief that production of plastinates is expensive needs
revision. Thus, future research should target the
development of fast and cost-effective techniques of
plastination.
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